last minute scoring decides "a" crown

In its hardest fought, best played regular season game in history, Tau Delta defeated Phi Gamma 15-7 Sunday to win the Alpha Epsilon crown.

Both defenses battled all the way into the last play of the game. The Delts intercepted Phi quarterback Al Beard completion four times and Phi intercepted Tau center Lloyd Fisher pass and moved to the one yard line of play. The Delts intercepted Phi pass to make punt after punt. The Tau defense held as it refused to let itsPasses to Chuck Ingraham '58 and Heath Nelson '60 and Don Aucamp '57. "The entire game was a striking display of defense as neither team succeeded in breaking a Passes to Chuck Ingraham '58 and Heath Nelson '60 and Don Aucamp '57. "The entire game was a striking display of defense as neither team succeeded in breaking a

The first quarter set the pace for the game as neither team succeeded in making a first down. Early in the second quarter the Fijis made a scoring threat as a 4th down pass to Fiji Chuck Ingraham '59 heads in to lead interference. But the Delt defense held as it refused to let its defense recover in the face of the Fijis' outstanding offensive play, although the Fijis appeared to be rolling once again with 50 seconds to go, Potter hit the kickoff roll but it refused to go Potter hit the kickoff roll but it refused to

Phile Nelson '60 and Don Aucamp '57. "The entire game was a striking display of defense as neither team succeeded in breaking a Passes to Chuck Ingraham '58 and Heath Nelson '60 and Don Aucamp '57. "The entire game was a striking display of defense as neither team succeeded in breaking a

The only TD in the tilt came in the final quarter when Ted Martin intercepted a pass in the end zone and galloped all the way to the Sky Gazer 4 yard line, but time ran out on the Sky Gazers on top 15-0."

Maynard's passing wins for Sky Gazers

The Sky Gazers overpowered Student House 15-0 to earn the title of Division B Intramural Football Champions in a hard fought game at Briggs Field Saturday afternoon. In order to clear up the cloud of confusion as to the true nature of the Sky Gazers, it might be well to explain that they are a group of U. S. Air Force 2nd Lieutenants doing graduate work in meteorology at the Institute under a special program. Quarterback Charles Maynard's first pass and half ball handling proved to be the deciding factor in the victory for the Sky Gazers. Sparked by his brilliant aerial efforts in the second quarter, the Sky Gazers moved from their own 28 yard line to near the end zone in only three plays, the touchdown coming on a 25 yard pass from Maynard to Darryl Copeland. After returning the kickoff to the 25 yard line, Student House attempted a pass which the Sky Gazers intercepted. Student House then nabbed a Sky Gazer pass only to lose the pigskin once again via the interception route. Thus the Sky Gazers capitalized on an intercepted pass early in the final quarter and tailed their second marker on a pass from Maynard to Copeland. Undaunted, Student House marched all the way to the Sky Gazer 4 yard line, but time ran out on the Sky Gazers on top 15-0."

Phi Kappa 3rd

Phi Kappa finished third place in the B division as they blanked Walker 6-0 Saturday. Heavy winds hampered long aerial attempts by both clubs. The only TD in the tilt came in the second quarter as George Byles '59 flipped a 6-yard pass to Dave Sabo '61 for the score. Last Play Score The Phi Kappa lined up on the punt play of the game as Roger Travis '59 trapped a Walker kick in the end zone for a safety.